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Clinical PerspectiveWhat Is New?This is the first study assessing the association between orthostatic blood pressure (BP) drop rate with the clinically relevant outcomes frailty and number of falls.What Are the Clinical Implications?The results of this study advocate the use of continuous BP measurements in geriatric outpatients.BP drop rate was identified as a clinically relevant parameter.BP drop rate might potentially be used to predict frailty and falls related to orthostatic BP drop and to evaluate the efficacy of orthostatic hypotension treatment, which needs to be addressed in further studies.

 {#jah34931-sec-0008}

Nonstandard Abbreviations and AcronymsBMI body mass indexBP blood pressureBRS baroreflex sensitivityCOGA Center of Geriatrics in AmsterdamDBP diastolic blood pressureHR heart rateIQR interquartile rangeMMSE Mini‐Mental State ExaminationOH orthostatic hypotensionSBP systolic blood pressure

 {#jah34931-sec-0009}

Orthostatic hypotension (OH), defined as a systolic blood pressure (SBP) drop of 20 mm Hg or a diastolic blood pressure (DBP) drop of 10 mm Hg within 3 minutes after standing up, occurs in 5% to 30% of adults above 65 years of age and is associated with impaired physical and cognitive functioning, cardiovascular disease, and mortality.[1](#jah34931-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah34931-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah34931-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jah34931-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} However, these associations are poorly understood and may be determined by the blood pressure (BP) challenge imposed to the baroreflex as well as baroreflex sensitivity (ie, heart rate increase relative to BP drop).[5](#jah34931-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah34931-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}

Continuous beat‐to‐beat BP was shown to be of additional clinical value compared with intermittent BP measurements.[5](#jah34931-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah34931-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} The imposed challenge to the baroreflex may be reflected particularly by BP drop rate (ie, the speed of BP drop after standing up), as the baroreflex has a latency to reach its peak potential.[8](#jah34931-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah34931-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} A large imposed challenge to the baroreflex might result from the baroreflex latency causing a temporary decrease of cardiac output,[10](#jah34931-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} hypoperfusion of the brain, retina, and muscles,[11](#jah34931-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} and acute symptoms of dizziness, fainting, blurry vision, and falls.[4](#jah34931-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Recurrent brain hypoperfusion may lead to cognitive impairment,[2](#jah34931-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} mobility limitations, impaired activities of daily living,[1](#jah34931-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} loss of muscle mass, lower physical activity, and exhaustion, which are reflected by the Fried frailty criteria and the 4 frailty markers.[12](#jah34931-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Previous studies reported an association of OH with frailty or falls[7](#jah34931-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah34931-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah34931-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jah34931-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#jah34931-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jah34931-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#jah34931-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jah34931-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jah34931-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah34931-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jah34931-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jah34931-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} but did not assess the association of BP drop rate with frailty or falls.

The objective of this study was to compare BP drop rate after standing up with BP drop magnitude and baroreflex sensitivity with regard to their association with frailty and number of falls in group of geriatric outpatients with a high prevalence of OH. It was hypothesized that BP drop rate is associated with frailty and number of falls.

Methods {#jah34931-sec-0010}
=======

Study Design and Setting {#jah34931-sec-0011}
------------------------

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request. Data from 2 patient groups (Bronovo and COGA \[Center of Geriatrics in Amsterdam\]) were used. The Bronovo patient group included patients referred to the geriatric outpatient clinic of the Bronovo hospital (The Hague, the Netherlands) between March 2011 and January 2012. The COGA patient group included patients referred to the COGA of the VU University Medical Center Amsterdam (Amsterdam, the Netherlands) between January 2014 and December 2015. Patients visiting the outpatient clinic for cognitive or mobility problems after referral by a general practitioner underwent a comprehensive geriatric assessment.

Ethical Approval and Informed Consent {#jah34931-sec-0012}
-------------------------------------

This study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local medical ethical committee of the VU University Medical Center Amsterdam (COGA patient group) and the institutional review board of the Leiden University Medical Centre (Bronovo patient group). For both patient groups, informed consent was waived, as the data were collected as part of usual clinical care.

Patient Characteristics {#jah34931-sec-0013}
-----------------------

Information about age, sex, height, weight, medical history, medication, living situation, smoking habits, and alcohol consumption was extracted from the medical records. The Mini‐Mental State Examination (Par Inc, Lutz, FL) was used to assess cognitive performance.[24](#jah34931-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Subdomains assessed by the Mini‐Mental State Examination include orientation to time and place, attention, calculation, recall, language, repetition, and complex commands. Multimorbidity was defined as 2 or more of the following diseases diagnosed and described in a patient\'s medical record by the geriatrician: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, malignancy, myocardial infarction, Parkinson disease, and (osteo)arthritis.

BP Measurement {#jah34931-sec-0014}
--------------

A subpopulation of patients underwent continuous BP measurements while standing up from a supine to a standing position, depending on the availability of the equipment. Beat‐to‐beat blood pressure was measured using a finger photoplethysmograph (Nexfin; Bmeye, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). Patients were asked to lie down in a supine position for 5 minutes, after which they were asked to stand up and continue standing for 3 minutes. Standing up was supported by an automatic lift chair (Vario 570, Fitform BV, Best, the Netherlands) in the Bronovo patient group, and performed unsupported in the COGA patient group. The moment of standing was marked in the data. Blood pressure was also measured intermittently in a supine position and at 1 and 3 minutes after standing up using a sphygmomanometer.

Frailty and Number of Falls {#jah34931-sec-0015}
---------------------------

The Fried criteria and the 4 frailty markers were used to assess frailty. The Fried criteria assess unintentional weight loss, exhaustion, physical inactivity, gait speed, and handgrip strength and attribute 1 point for each frailty item (1 point per item, maximum 5 points), more points indicating higher frailty.[12](#jah34931-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Patients were considered nonfrail, prefrail, or frail according to the Fried frailty criteria if they scored 0, 1 to 2, or 3 to 5 points, respectively.[12](#jah34931-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

The 4 frailty markers assess mobility, incontinence, cognitive function, and activities of daily living (1 point per item, maximum 4 points).[25](#jah34931-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Patients were considered nonfrail, prefrail, or frail according to the 4 frailty markers if they scored 0 to 1, 2, or 3 to 4 points, respectively.[25](#jah34931-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

Weight loss was defined as a patient‐reported loss of more than 3 kg in the previous month or more than 6 kg in the previous 6 months.[26](#jah34931-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Exhaustion was assessed by the individual question "I feel as if I am slowed down" answered with "very often" or "nearly all the time" on the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.[26](#jah34931-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah34931-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Physically inactive was defined as a patient‐reported maximum distance of outdoor walking \<20 minutes, only walking indoors, or not walking at all.[26](#jah34931-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Gait speed was assessed using the 4‐m walk test.[26](#jah34931-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Handgrip strength was defined as maximal force in kilograms of 3 performances on each hand, by using hand‐held dynamometry (Jamar hand dynamometer; Sammons Preston, Inc, Bolingbrook, IL).[26](#jah34931-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Mobility impairment was defined as the patient‐reported use of a walking aid or need for assistance with walking.[26](#jah34931-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Activities of daily living were assessed using the Katz index excluding the incontinence item, as incontinence is a separate item in the 4 frailty markers.[26](#jah34931-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#jah34931-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Incontinence was defined as the patient‐reported incontinence of either bladder or bowel.[26](#jah34931-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Cognitive impairment was defined as a score below 24 points on the Mini‐Mental State Examination.[26](#jah34931-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

Number of falls was assessed by asking patients how many times they fell in the past year.

BP and Heart Rate Signal Analyses {#jah34931-sec-0016}
---------------------------------

All BP and heart rate (HR) signal analyses were performed using MATLAB R2017b (Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA). Signals were excluded if they were incomplete (baseline \<30 seconds or standing time \<150 seconds) or very noisy on inspection. Signals were filtered using a 5‐second window moving‐average filter and split into 3 epochs: resting (60 seconds), transition (7 seconds), and standing (180 seconds). The separation between the transition and standing epochs was manually marked during the test. Baseline was defined as the mean of the 60‐second resting epoch. BP drop rate was defined as the largest amplitude of the negative peak in the first derivative of BP; BP drop magnitude was defined as the magnitude of the largest decline in BP compared with the baseline, as demonstrated in a previous study.[5](#jah34931-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} All BP parameters were assessed both in the 0 to 15‐ and 15‐ to 180‐second interval after standing up, resulting in 8 BP parameters: SBP~drop_rate_0‐15~, SBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~, DBP~drop_rate_0‐15~, DBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~, SBP~drop_rate_15‐180~, SBP~drop_magnitude_15‐180~, DBP~drop_rate_15‐180~, DBP~drop_magnitude_15‐180~. Positive BP parameters indicate a blood pressure drop, and negative BP parameters indicate a BP increase. Figure [1](#jah34931-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the computations for the SBP parameters.

![**Demonstration of systolic blood pressure (SBP) parameter computation (adapted from Mol et al.** [5](#jah34931-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) The figure is an example of a systolic blood pressure (SBP) curve. Diastolic blood pressure (DBP) parameters are computed similarly.](JAH3-9-e014688-g001){#jah34931-fig-0001}

Orthostatic heart rate increase (HR~max\ increase~) was defined as the maximum HR within 15 seconds after baseline. Baroreflex sensitivity was defined as HR~max\ increase~ divided by SBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~.

Statistical Analyses {#jah34931-sec-0017}
--------------------

All statistical analyses were conducted with the Statistical Package for the Social Science (IBM SPSS Statistics version 22, IBM Corporation, Chicago, IL). Normally distributed variables were reported using mean and SD, non--normally distributed variables using median and interquartile range. BP and HR parameters were normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the SD to enable comparison of effect sizes.

Linear trends in patient characteristics across quartiles of BP parameters were tested using linear regression analysis.

The associations between BP and HR parameters and frailty and number of falls were tested using multiple linear regression models with the BP/HR parameters as independent variables and frailty score and number of falls as dependent variables. For each outcome and BP parameter, 4 models were created. Model 1 adjusts for sex and age. Model 2 additionally adjusts for the complementary BP parameter (eg, SBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~ in the analysis for SBP~drop_rate_0‐15~). Model 3 adjusts for age, sex, and baroreflex sensitivity. Model 4 adjusts for age, sex, and baseline blood pressure. *P*‐values below 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Differences between frailty categories (nonfrail, prefrail, and frail) were assessed using logistic regression analysis, adjusting for age and sex.

Results {#jah34931-sec-0018}
=======

[Table](#jah34931-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} presents the characteristics of the 168 geriatric outpatients (59 and 109 from respectively the Bronovo and COGA cohorts) included in the analyses. The mean age of patients was 81.4 years (SD 7.0), 55.4% of the patients were female and 83.5% of the patients were living at home. Mean supine resting SBP and DBP were 139 mm Hg (SD 28.8) and 70.8 mm Hg (SD 13.3), respectively, and 67.1% of the patients had OH as assessed using continuous BP measurement. Mean and median frailty scores according to the Fried criteria and the 4 frailty markers were 1.92 (SD 1.30) and 2.0 (interquartile range 0.0--2.0), respectively, and 35.2% of the population reported at least 1 fall in the past year with a median number of falls of 1 (interquartile range 0--3). Patient characteristics stratified for the different quartiles of all BP parameters are listed in Tables [S1 through S8](#jah34931-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### 

Patient Characteristics

                                                                              N    Bronovo (N=59)      N     COGA (N=109)        N     All (N=168)
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------------------- ----- ------------------- ----- -------------------
  Sociodemographics                                                                                                                    
  Age, y, mean (SD)                                                           59   80.8 (7.1)          109   81.7 (7.0)          168   81.4 (7.0)
  Female, n (%)                                                               59   33 (55.9)           109   60 (55.0)           168   93 (55.4)
  Living at home, n (%)                                                       59   47 (79.7)           105   90 (85.7)           164   137 (83.5)
  Health characteristics                                                                                                               
  Currently smoking, n (%)                                                    59   9 (15.3)            103   13 (12.6)           162   22 (13.6)
  Excessive alcohol use, n (%)[a](#jah34931-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}         59   6 (10.2)            72    6 (8.3)             131   12 (9.2)
  Multimorbidity, n (%)[b](#jah34931-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}                57   20 (35.1)           104   50 (48.1)           161   70 (43.5)
  BMI, mean (SD)                                                              58   26.3 (4.9)          105   25.7 (4.5)          163   25.9 (4.6)
  MMSE, median (IQR)                                                          59   26.5 (25.0--29.0)   100   26.0 (23.0--28.0)   159   27.0 (24.0--29.0)
  No. of medication, median (IQR)                                             58   5.4 (4.8--7.3)      104   7.0 (4.0--9.0)      162   6.0 (4.0--6.0)
  Supine resting blood pressure and heart rate                                                                                         
  SBP, mean (SD), mm Hg                                                       59   148.2 (25.8)        109   132.7 (27.0)        168   138.1 (27.6)
  DBP, mean (SD), mm Hg                                                       59   74.3 (15.7)         109   68.6 (11.2)         168   70.6 (13.2)
  Pulse pressure, mean (SD), mm Hg                                            59   73.9 (20.5)         109   64.1 (19.5)         168   67.6 (20.4)
  HR, mean (SD), beats/min                                                    59   72.1 (12.5)         109   70.3 (12.0)         168   70.9 (12.2)
  Orthostatic blood pressure and heart rate                                                                                            
  OH, n (%)                                                                   55   37 (67.3)           109   73 (67.0)           164   110 (67.1)
  SBP~drop\_\ rate_0‐15~, median (IQR) mm Hg/s                                59   4.80 (2.54--7.55)   109   2.53 (0.86--4.97)   168   3.08 (1.39--5.79)
  SBP~drop_rate_15‐180~, median (IQR) mm Hg/s                                 59   3.15 (2.06--5.72)   109   2.96 (2.13--4.48)   168   2.98 (2.08--4.81)
  SBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~, mean (SD) mm Hg                                   59   27.8 (23.3)         109   27.6 (24.3)         168   27.6 (23.9)
  SBP~drop_magnitude_15‐180~, mean (SD) mm Hg                                 59   24.1 (24.7)         109   26.4 (31.3)         168   25.6 (29.1)
  HR increase, mean (SD) beats/min per s                                      59   12.5 (7.7)          109   14.8 (15.6)         168   12.9 (12.8)
  Frailty                                                                                                                              
  Fried frailty score, mean (SD)                                              45   1.53 (1.30)         85    2.13 (1.20)         130   1.92 (1.30)
  Nonfrail, n (%)                                                             45   13 (28.9)           85    6 (7.1)             130   19 (15.6)
  Prefrail, n (%)                                                             45   22 (48.9)           85    46 (54.1)           130   68 (52.3)
  Frail, n (%)                                                                45   10 (22.2)           85    33 (38.8)           130   43 (33.1)
  Four frailty markers, median (IQR)[c](#jah34931-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   57   2.0 (0.0--2.0)      91    2.0 (0.0--2.0)      148   2.0 (0.0--2.0)
  Nonfrail, n (%)                                                             57   25 (43.9)           91    32 (35.2)           148   57 (38.5)
  Prefrail, n (%)                                                             57   23 (40.4)           91    39 (42.9)           148   62 (41.9)
  Frail, n (%)                                                                57   9 (15.8)            91    20 (22.0)           148   29 (19.6)
  Falls                                                                                                                                
  Falls in past year, n (%)                                                   59   24 (40.7)           100   32 (32.0)           159   56 (35.2)
  Number of falls, median (IQR)                                               53   1.0 (0.0--2.0)      92    2.0 (0.0--3.0)      145   1.0 (0.0--3.0)

BMI indicates body mass index; COGA, Center of Geriatrics of Amsterdam; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; HR, heart rate; IQR, interquartile range; MMSE, Mini‐Mental State Examination; OH, orthostatic hypotension; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SBP~drop_magnitude~, the difference between baseline SBP and the lowest measured SBP value in the standing intervals at 0 to 15 and 15 to 180 seconds; and SBP~drop_rate~, the steepness of the steepest negative tangent line in the standing intervals (0--15 and 15--180 seconds).

Excessive alcohol use was defined as \>14 units per week for women and \>21 units per week for men.

Multimorbidity was defined as ≥2 of the following diseases: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, malignancy, myocardial infarction, Parkinson disease, or rheumatoid/(osteo)arthritis.

Number of items from the 4 frailty markers present.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Figure [2](#jah34931-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows the association of the BP parameters with frailty and number of falls for models 1 to 4, Tables [S9 through S12](#jah34931-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} list the strengths and confidence intervals of these associations, and Tables [S13](#jah34931-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S14](#jah34931-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show the association between BP parameters and frailty categories (nonfrail, prefrail, or frail).

![**Association between BP,HR, and BRS parameters and frailty and number of falls.** The regression βs of the multiple linear regression analyses are shown with normalized SBP,DBP,HR, and BRS parameters. Model 1 adjusts for age and sex. Model 2 additionally adjusts for the complementary BP parameter (eg, SBP ~drop_magnitude_0‐15~ in the analysis for SBP ~drop_rate_0‐15~). Model 3 adjusts for age, sex, and baroreflex sensitivity. Model 4 adjusts for age, sex, and baseline BP. The error bars indicate the 95% CI. Statistical significance is shown as \**P*\<0.05, \*\**P*\<0.01 and \*\*\**P*\<0.001, respectively. BP indicates blood pressure; BRS, baroreflex sensitivity; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; HR, heart rate; and SBP, systolic blood pressure.](JAH3-9-e014688-g002){#jah34931-fig-0002}

The following BP parameters were associated with frailty score according to the Fried criteria: SBP~drop_rate_0‐15~ (β 0.27; 95% CI, 0.05--0.48; *P*=0.015), SBP~drop_magnitude_15‐180~ (β 0.27; 95% CI, 0.05--0.495; *P*=0.016), and DBP~drop_magnitude_15‐180~ (β 0.37; 95% CI 0.15--0.60; *P*\<0.001). All other BP parameters showed no association with frailty score according to the Fried criteria.

The following BP parameters were associated with frailty score according to the 4 frailty markers: SBP~drop_rate_0‐15~ (β 0.30; 95% CI, 0.11--0.49; *P*=0.003) and DBP~drop_rate_0‐15~ (β 0.21; 95% CI, 0.03--0.40; *P*=0.024). All other BP parameters showed no association with frailty score according to the 4 frailty markers.

The following BP parameters were associated with number of falls: SBP~drop_rate_0‐15~ (β 1.09; 95% CI, 0.19--1.20; *P*=0.018), SBP~drop_rate_15‐180~ (β 1.25; 95% CI, 0.54--1.95; *P*\<0.001), and DBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~ (β 0.956; 95% CI, 0.18--1.95; *P*=0.016). All other BP parameters showed no association with number of falls.

Adjusting the results for the complementary BP parameter (eg, adjusting for SBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~ in the analysis for SBP~drop_rate_0‐15~) in model 2 did not change the significance of the associations except for the association between DBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~ and number of falls, which did not remain significant. After adjustment for baroreflex sensitivity in model 3, the association between DBP~drop_rate_0‐15~ and number of falls became significant, but the association between DBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~ and number of falls lost significance. Furthermore, the association between DBP~drop_rate_0‐15~ and the 4 frailty markers lost significance, whereas the association between DBP~drop_rate_15‐180~ and the 4 frailty markers became significant. Adjusting for baseline BP did not change the associations except for the association between DBP~drop_rate_0‐15~ and frailty according to the Fried criteria, which became significant. The association between DBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~ and number of falls lost statistical significance, whereas the association between DBP~drop_rate_15‐180~ and number of falls became statistically significant.

HR~max\ increase~ was negatively associated with the number of falls but not with frailty (β −1.21; 95% CI, −1.92 to −0.49; *P*\<0.001). Baroreflex sensitivity was not significantly associated with either frailty or the number of falls.

Discussion {#jah34931-sec-0019}
==========

In a group of geriatric outpatients who underwent continuous BP measurements, orthostatic SBP drop rate was associated with frailty according to the 4 frailty markers and number of falls rather than SBP drop magnitude or DBP drop rate or magnitude, and DBP drop magnitude was most strongly associated with frailty according to the Fried criteria. Baroreflex sensitivity was not associated with frailty or number of falls.

BP Drop Rate Versus Magnitude {#jah34931-sec-0020}
-----------------------------

The results partly support the hypothesis that BP drop rate rather than BP drop magnitude is associated with frailty and number of falls. No causality can be inferred from these results. A potential explanation for the results is that a rapid BP drop (ie, high BP drop rate) may particularly reflect a challenge to the baroreflex due to an intrinsic baroreflex time delay,[8](#jah34931-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah34931-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} which might cause a temporary decrease of cardiac output[10](#jah34931-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} and brain hypoperfusion,[11](#jah34931-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} which might lead to a poor clinical outcome.[29](#jah34931-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Support for causality of this relationship should be sought in further prospective intervention studies investigating the predictive value of SBP drop rate for future frailty and falls. The potential attenuating role of cerebral autoregulation in this relationship should be investigated in further studies using simultaneous measurements of continuous blood pressure and cerebral blood flow using transcranial Doppler measurements during orthostatic challenges. Alternatively, a causative relationship in the opposite direction might play a role, as frailty and previous falls may lead to fear of falls and lower physical activity, resulting in rapid BP drops by general deconditioning and loss of muscle mass.

Mutual adjustment for BP drop rate and magnitude did not change the overall results, indicating the robustness of the associations found. Adjustment for baroreflex sensitivity mainly changed the association of DBP~drop_rate_0‐15~ and DBP~drop_magnitude_0‐15~ with number of falls to significant and nonsignificant, respectively, suggesting that BP drop rate particularly represents a challenge to the baroreflex irrespective of baroreflex sensitivity.

Baroreflex Sensitivity {#jah34931-sec-0021}
----------------------

No association was found between baroreflex sensitivity and frailty or number of falls. This may indicate that baroreflex sensitivity has no major role in the prevention of frailty and falls or that there was ceiling effect due to a relatively high baroreflex sensitivity in most patients. Alternatively, a more robust measure could be used for baroreflex sensitivity. In the present study, data from a single postural change were available, but baroreflex sensitivity may be measured more robustly using transfer function analysis or the sequence method analysis on blood pressure and heart rate data acquired during rhythmically repeated postural changes.[6](#jah34931-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jah34931-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} The absence of an association of baroreflex sensitivity with frailty and number of falls therefore needs to be further established.

SBP Versus DBP {#jah34931-sec-0022}
--------------

SBP drop rate was more strongly associated with number of falls and frailty than DBP drop rate, and DBP drop magnitude showed stronger associations than SBP drop magnitude, which might indicate that DBP plays a role in maintaining a minimum level of cerebral perfusion. Cerebral autoregulation might potentially enhance cerebral perfusion depending on the superimposed pulse pressure (ie, the difference between SBP and DPB), as suggested by a study reporting that pulse pressure was positively associated with cortical gray matter volume in patients with atherosclerotic disease whereas DBP was not.[31](#jah34931-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}

Delayed BP Drops {#jah34931-sec-0023}
----------------

The strong association of SBP drop rate with number of falls in the 15‐ to 180‐second interval indicates that rapid SBP drops occurring after 15 seconds after standing up are of special clinical relevance. This might be due to a decrease in patient alertness for fall risk (eg, by lightheadedness) after 15 seconds if no symptoms occurred in the first 15 seconds, leading to lower tendency to use fall prevention strategies (eg, leg muscle tensing, crossing the legs, holding a chair). However, this hypothesis needs to be tested in future research.

Fried Criteria Versus the 4 Frailty Markers {#jah34931-sec-0024}
-------------------------------------------

In the present study a modified version of the Fried criteria as well as the 4 frailty markers were used. The Fried criteria and the 4 frailty markers represent different constructs, the 4 frailty markers being more subjective than the Fried criteria. This was reflected by the different associations of the BP parameters with 2 of the frailty criteria: DBP drop magnitude in the 15‐ to 180‐second interval had the strongest association with frailty according to the Fried criteria, whereas SBP drop rate in the 0‐ to 15‐second interval had the strongest association with frailty according to the 4 frailty markers. This might indicate that short‐term rapid BP drops are particularly related to the perception of orthostatic symptoms and therefore affect subjectively assessed frailty components such as mobility and activities of daily living. More persistent BP drops, on the other hand, might particularly affect more objective frailty components such as gait speed and handgrip strength.

Strength and Limitations {#jah34931-sec-0025}
------------------------

The strength of this study is that it systematically compares the clinical relevance of BP drop rate, BP drop magnitude, and baroreflex sensitivity in a population of geriatric outpatients. Furthermore, it elucidates the value of continuous BP measurements because these are necessary to compute BP drop rate and BP drop magnitude in the 0‐ to 15‐second interval. Limitations include the cross‐sectional design of the study, limiting the conclusions that can be drawn about the causal nature of the relationship, and the use of subjectively measured number of falls. The baroreflex sensitivity measure used in the present study did not discriminate between the effect of blood pressure drop and heart rate increase.

Perspectives {#jah34931-sec-0026}
------------

The results of this study advocate the use of continuous BP measurements in geriatric outpatients and identify BP drop rate as a clinically relevant parameter to assess in these patients. Potential future applications include the use of BP drop rate to predict frailty and falls related to orthostatic BP drop and to evaluate the efficacy of OH treatment.

Conclusions {#jah34931-sec-0027}
===========

BP drop rate after standing up is associated with frailty and number of falls in geriatric outpatients and may reflect the imposed challenge to the baroreflex rather than BP drop magnitude. The results indicate that BP drop rate is particularly related to clinical outcome.
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